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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a text mining approach to generate
an enriched social graph to model cross-thread community
interactions and interests of Web forum users. In addition
to modeling reply-to relationships between users, the pro-
posed approach models message-similarity relationship to
keep track of all similar posts resulting out of deviated dis-
cussions in different threads. The generated social graph
resembles a network of clusters, where the clusters are the
group of similar posts and the binding links are the reply-to
relationships between them. The graph can be presented at
the granule of users who authored the posts to generate a
social network, and at the same time it keeps information
for all other users with similar interests.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.4 [Information Interfaces and Presentations]: Hy-
pertext/Hypermedia—Navigation; I.5.3 [Pattern Recog-
nition]: Clustering—Similarity measures

General Terms
Algorithms, Design

Keywords
Web forum analysis, Social graph generation, User interac-
tions modeling

1. INTRODUCTION
Unlike other Online Social Media (OSM), Web forums or

discussion boards provide a platform for formal, vivid and
dynamic discussions among an unrestricted number of par-
ticipants. In this folksonomy, discussions are started by its
members in the form of a discussion thread with a title and
an entry message post. The viewers annotate their own opin-
ions or replies to this thread, and thus the system keeps on
evolving as the number of posts grows in it.
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A common phenomenon observed in online threaded dis-
cussions is that they usually start from a specific topic, but
as they grow with more posts, their context goes on deviat-
ing from its actual title [6]. Very often a deviated discussion
is found to be overlapping with a different thread in the fo-
rum. A person replying to a deviated post in one thread is
very much likely to reply similar posts in other threads if
he comes to know about this kind of thread overlaps. The
state-of-the-art research makes it very clear that the reply-to
relationships play a prime role in interaction graph gener-
ation [4]. But in case of a deviated discussion, a simple
reply-to relationship fails to capture the relation between a
reply-post in a thread, and the posts in other threads which
are similar to the post to which the former replied. In this
paper, we propose a novel enriched social graph generation
method, which, in addition to identifying reply-to relation-
ships, identifies message-similarity relationship to keep track
of all similar posts resulting out of deviated discussions and
thus models cross-thread community interactions and inter-
ests. The novelty of the proposed method lies in establishing
cross-thread linkages using the post-similarity relationship,
and generating a condensed social graph of the entire forum
community.

Starting with a review of related works in section 2, we dis-
cuss the proposed social graph generation method in section
3. Section 4 presents experimental results. Finally, section
5 concludes the paper.

2. RELATEDWORK
The inherent complexities and lack of support from the

online platforms powering forums bring about various chal-
lenges in capturing user interaction structures, roles and be-
haviors. Chan and Hayes [3] established user communication
roles in discussion forums by analyzing several categories of
features including structural, reciprocity, persistence, popu-
larity, and initialization. Gomez et al. [5] created a social
network from discussion threads in Slashdot using user inter-
actions and their main objective remained statistical analy-
sis of the generated network. The Hybrid Interactional Co-
herence (HIC) algorithm [4] generates an interaction graph
of users that is basically composed of reply-to interactions.
As reply-to relations are not always explicit in Web forums,
Fu et al. adopted three key feature-matches including sys-
tem feature match (consisting of header information match
and quotation match), linguistic feature match (consisting
of direct address match and a lexical match algorithm), and
residual match. Rather than using reply-to relationship be-
tween posts, Liu et al. [8] exploited similarity measure to



generate social network structure of a forum. In [7], Kang
and Kim generated an information flow network from dis-
cussion threads, in which a node represents either a user or
a message, and an edge represents the reply-to or author-
ship relationship. Messages posted by same user are con-
nected globally across the forum in different threads using
an authorship relationship. Unlike others, Aumayr et al. [2]
applied a machine learning approach to capture the reply-to
relationships using a set of five fundamental features – re-
ply distance, time difference, quotes, cosine similarity, and
thread length. They used SVM and C4.5 classifiers and com-
paratively analyzed them by varying feature combinations.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed social graph mining method primarily con-

sists of four major tasks – forum crawling and pre-processing,
reply-to relationship identification, similarity-based cluster-
ing, and social graph generation. The crawling and pre-
processing tasks form the base of the system to get an orga-
nized data set as a collection of threads having a title and a
unique id, each thread consisting of one or more posts that
in turn comprise a post id, time-stamp, body, author and
quotations, if they exist. Details about each author com-
prising user id, joining date, location, and total posts are
collected separately. The remaining core tasks performed
on these data are described below in further detail.

3.1 Reply-to Relationship Identification
When a thread is initiated, it is assigned a title, and an

initial post is attached with it, often called entry post. The
entry post simply elaborates its title and waits for other’s
comments on it. Viewers, who find interest on the newly
initiated thread, comment on it either by quoting an existing
post to respond specifically or by a quote-less post.
Most of the time quotations accompanying a post occur

as a simple single quote to another post. Multiple quotes
(a post quoting multiple other posts at a time) and nested
quotes (a post quoting a quoted post), are also encountered
occasionally to focus on specific points in the discussion.
All of them are neutralized by breaking down the multiple
quotes into multiple single quotes, and processing the nested
quotes to drop all the nested inner quotes except the outer-
most. An author may sometimes find a lengthy quote mes-
sage to be cumbersome, and to focus on a specific point may
edit the message to delete rest of its body. In this kind of
behavior, it becomes difficult to trace the post to which is it
responding by the quote. To overcome these issues, if a sim-
ple complete match fails to identify a reply-to relation, we
follow a sliding window technique [4]. In this technique, the
text of earlier posts as well as the quote is broken down into
substrings (windows) and the quote-post pair with highest
number of substring matches are linked.
For comments that are posted without quoting any of the

existing posts, because of having no sound clue it becomes
very difficult to establish the reply-to (⇒) relationship. Al-
though some prior research works use the notion of similarity
of posts to establish a reply-to relationship [4], contradictory
to this, we found that simply a similarity of textual contents
doesn’t provide much evidence for a reply-to relationship.
Rather a higher similarity shows an imitation of the same
words, which very often is not true in posts connected with
a reply-to linkage.
While commenting in a thread, very often people use au-

thor name of an earlier post in text to reply to that specific
user, instead of quoting [4]. To capture this information, a
search for a match of usernames of earlier posts in the body
text may lead to establish an obscured reply-to link. At the
same time, as we know that an online conversation is hardly
given a serious attention, the writing style remains far from a
formal way of writing. Unintentional misspellings and gram-
matical errors are commonly found in them, and many times
usernames which do not look like real names are intention-
ally trimmed to make it like a real name. To overcome this
hurdle, we apply the approximate string matching (ASM)
metric of Jaro-Winkler [9], which is primarily intended for
short strings, to check if there exist a misspelled author name
in the body text of a comment.

Even after applying username string matching algorithm
in the body text, there remains considerable number of reply-
to relationships undiscovered, and to identify which we fol-
low a rule based classification. In this matching, we make
use of communication patterns as used in HIC [4].

3.2 Similarity-Based Clustering
To capture inter-thread similarity of posts, we apply a

similarity-based clustering approach to group posts irrespec-
tive of threads to which they belong. Prior research show
that a similarity comparison of Web forum posts is not as
trivial as usual content similarity [8]. Liu et al. [8] defined
this measure as a function of body text appended by thread
title and author of the post. However, we noticed an addi-
tional factor to count for the similarity measure. Generally,
time plays a substantial role in deciding the topics of discus-
sion and its deviation, with respect to the daily happenings
in one’s personal life. For example, immediately after the
tsunami outbreak in Japan in March 2011, all social me-
dia got flooded with this hot discussion all over the world.
Hence, we observed that the discussions going in close prox-
imity are likely to be more similar than those with a con-
siderable time gap, and we have incorporated timestamp
of a post along with other factors to measure similarity as
described here. In our earlier work [1], we have applied a
similarity-based clustering approach to identify cliques in
dark Web forums. Here we follow the same approach to get
cluster of posts.

The overall similarity between each pair of posts is identi-
fied using four different similarity measures – content simi-
larity, title similarity, author similarity and time similarity.
After transforming the posts into vector space model (VSM),
content similarity between a pair of posts is calculated as the
cosine between their vectors. Title similarity measures the
cosine similarity between the thread titles in the same way
as content similarity. Author similarity value is set to 1 if a
pair of post is written by the same author, otherwise 0. Time
similarity is determined based on the difference between the
time-stamps of the posts.

Finally, the overall similarity, Sim(pij , p
k
l ) ∈ [0, 1], is de-

termined by aggregating all four measures using equation 1,
where α, β, γ and δ are constants such that α+β+γ+δ = 1.

Sim(pij , p
k
l ) = α× CSim(pij , p

k
l ) + β × TSim(pij , p

k
l )

+ γ ×ASim(pij , p
k
l ) + δ × LSim(pij , p

k
l )

(1)

The calculated similarity measures are used in our agglom-
erative clustering algorithm, shown in Figure 1. Considering
n0 number of total posts in a forum at time t = 0 the algo-
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Figure 1: Proposed agglomerative clustering algo-
rithm

rithm starts with a set C0 = {c01, c02, · · · , c0n0
} of n0 clusters

assuming every post dissimilar from others. At each itera-
tion, t, a similarity matrix Φt

nt×nt
is maintained to contain

the similarity information between each pair of clusters.
At time, t, each value in the matrix, Φt

nt×nt
, is compared

with the similarity threshold value, ε. The pair of clusters for
whom this value is found to be greater are added to the set
of pairs, Λt, that need to be merged. After collecting all such
cluster pairs, we rank them by their corresponding matrix
values. Starting with the top ranking pair, two clusters are
merged to form a unified cluster and all those pairs in Λt

containing either of the two sub-clusters are removed from
the set. The merging process is continued until Λt becomes
empty. After merging, it proceeds to next iteration, t+1, the
new set of clusters becomes C(t+1) with number of clusters
as n(t+1) < nt, and the new matrix becomes Φ

(t+1)
n(t+1)×n(t+1)

.

Each cluster, cti, at time, t, keeps information about all

its posts grouped into two sub-clusters, c
(t−1)
k and c

(t−1)
l , if

cti is a result of merging c
(t−1)
k and c

(t−1)
l , else cti contains

a single cluster of posts, c
(t−1)
k , the same as it was in last

iteration. Each value, Φt
ij , in the new matrix is calculated

using equation 2, where
∣∣cti

∣∣ and
∣∣ctj

∣∣ denote the number of

sub-clusters in cti and ctj , respectively.

Φt
ij =

∑
c
(t−1)
k

∈cti, c
(t−1)
l

∈ctj
Φ(t−1)(k, l)

|cti| .
∣∣ctj

∣∣ (2)

3.3 Social Graph Generation
We have differentiated a reply-to relationship from the

property of posts being similar. Our enriched social graph
considers a cluster of similar posts in the forum as a node,
and the reply-to relationships between posts from different
clusters as directed links to connect the nodes. Let P =
{p1, p2, · · · , pm} be the set of total posts in all the threads
and R = {rij} be the set of relationships pi ⇒ pj between
posts, pi and pj . Let us suppose that the set of clusters gen-
erated using the clustering algorithm is C = {c1, c2, · · · , cn}.
Now, the enriched social graph consists of n cluster nodes
with the set of relationships, Re = {rekl}, where rekl is defined
in equation 3.

rekl =
⋃

pi∈ck,pj∈cl

rij (3)

Each post associates with it the thread title, author name
or user id and timestamp, and this enriched social graph can
be presented in various forms for its analysis.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments are conducted on a real dataset of “eAc-

tivism and Stormfront Webmasters” forum under the Ac-
tivism category in the popular Stormfront social Web forum.
The reply-to relationship identification task is evaluated by
using the metrics, Precision (π), Recall (ρ) and F-score (F1).
A gold standard set is created by manually selecting some
age-long threads relevant to the forum category. Only 29
threads are found having more than 40 comments on them.
Discarding the irrelevant ones, we stuck to 10 threads. Two
independent users are assigned to manually identify all ac-
tual reply-to relationships based on their context, and finally
conflicts were resolved on a mutual consent. Another set of
relationships identified by the proposed method are also col-
lected. Values of the evaluation metrics are calculated using
these two sets, shown in Table 1 along with their statistical
summary. As another part of this experiment, the estab-
lished relationships between posts are transformed to estab-
lish them between users. As there exist some common users
in different threads, the relationship established for a user
in one thread is continued over and integrated with the rela-
tionships in other threads, which connected users in different
threads to form a network. The generated network consisted
of 3 distinct components, each of whom represents a closed-
group of inter-related users, shown in Figure 2. There are
a total of 310 nodes (overall participants) and 545 directed
edges (reply-to relationships) generated from a total of 934
posts distributed in 10 discussion threads.

The similarity-based clustering algorithm is evaluated in
terms of Fα=0.5 (or FP

1 at α = 0.5) and FB-cubed (or FB
2)

1If C is the set of clusters generated by the au-
tomated system and L is the gold standard set,

then purity =
∑

i
|Ci|
n

maxPrecision(Ci, Lj) and

inversepurity =
∑

i
|Li|
n

maxPrecision(Li, Cj). FP is
calculated as their harmonic mean.
2For each element (or post), i, precision and recall val-



Table 1: Result summary of reply-to relationship
identification process

Thread No. Posts Participants π ρ F1

1 68 22 0.784 0.816 0.800

2 105 13 0.727 0.715 0.721

3 122 37 0.831 0.847 0.839

4 82 54 0.802 0.790 0.796

5 185 48 0.878 0.845 0.861

6 58 41 0.691 0.733 0.711

7 55 11 0.856 0.862 0.859

8 169 52 0.773 0.816 0.794

9 44 11 0.758 0.809 0.783

10 46 37 0.887 0.914 0.900

Avg. 93.4 32.6 0.799 0.815 0.806
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Figure 2: Network generated by system-identified
reply-to relations between users

measures. Same strategies as earlier are followed to group
the posts manually, which produced a set of 207 clusters
as a gold standard from the same set of 934 posts. For
automatic clustering, tuning the parameters α, β, γ and δ,
is another challenge. The ideal way is to learn them from the
manually annotated set, and we leave it as an application
issue. In our case, we experimentally set them to 0.7, 0.1,
0.1 and 0.1, respectively, and generate the similarity matrix.
Thereafter the clustering algorithm is executed by varying
similarity threshold, ε, from 0.2 to 0.5 in intervals of 0.05.
Figure 3 presents the impact of varying ε on the evaluation

metrics. Considering ε = 0.3 as the ideal threshold, the Fp

and FB values in this experiment are found as 0.825 and
0.804, respectively.
Proceeding forth, all the 545 reply-to relationships among

934 posts are unified to construct the social graph at cluster-
level. On unifying these post-to-post relations to map them
to cluster-to-cluster relations, we got 332 relations in-between
173 clusters, identified above.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a methodology to model

Web forum discussions into an enriched social graph using

ues are computed individually as precisioni = Ci
⋂

Li
Ci

and

recalli = Ci
⋂

Li
Li

. The average B-cubed precision and re-

call are computed as the mean of individual values. FB is
calculated as their harmonic mean.
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Figure 3: Impact of ε on Purity and B-Cubed mea-
sures

user interactions and their overlapping interests, with a de-
liberate consideration of deviated discussions. The user in-
teractions link posts through reply-to relationships, whereas
the overlapping interests lead to merge similar posts into
clusters, and thus collapse the generated network.
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